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Information:

Name: Combat

Theme: Combat Adventure

Production year: 2017

Type: Solid State (SS)

Features:

1 playfield

4 flippers
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3 pop bumpers

4 eject holes

2 kickback lanes

2 ramps

2-bank spot targets (3)

2-bank drop targets (2)

3-bank spot targets (1)

4-bank drop targets (1)
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Developer:
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Minigolf on steroids a.k.a. how to ruin friendships. Death's Gambit is an action\/Metroidvania with RPG elements. There are
non-linear exploration, several weapon types and skills, diverse and challenging bosses (with ability to fight them again in
the same NG cycle). The story is engaging, controls are comfortable and customizable (though, on-screen prompts show only
default key bindings). The number of save files is limited to 1 per character (which is pre-determined, it's always Sorun, a
young soldier of Vados). Death's Gambit is more forgiving, than other Souls-like - you don't lose experience upon death and
can regain the restorative item (phoenix feathers) at the checkpoint.

The only issue I had with the game is that it saves uncompressed screenshots in
"C:\\Users\\username\\AppData\\Local\\deathsgambit397" and removes them, if you launch the game again.. Ratventure
Challenge follows 2 rats on their lifelong ambition to collect cheese. If you are familiar with physics-based bridge builders
like World of Goo you should know what to expect. Six distinct worlds await, all containing 12 levels. Difficulty gradually
increases either by giving you fewer blocks, asking for larger towers to be constructed or by placing more obstacles in your
way.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d2w_5j3iErA
It's a shame to have to down vote on the basis of in-game transactions link. Because the simulation itself is quite good, as are
the controls. While not required to progress generally both steam users and valve frown upon such things and they really
have no place in full priced pc games. Other downside would be the lack of in-game options, Music had no volume slider so it
was either on or off and couldn't run in full screen, was locked to a window @1280x768.

Perhaps a little on the easy side I've not progressed far enough to make final judgement. With the in-game transactions
removed and some video options added, I would give it the thumbsup as otherwise the price is about right and game is quite
enjoyable. Cheers folks. :)

EDIT:
In-game purchases were completely removed by request. While the game still lacks video options it's not worth completely
overlooking if you enjoy playing with physics or puzzle games. Developer has also apologized for the over-reaction and
community banning me for no reason, these things happen. Happy Gaming!. Great Retro game to play when bored
-Killer soundtrack
-Very simple controls that can be used with one hand
-AutoShoot mode for casual players (Can be turned off)
-Leaderboards

Would recommend 10/10
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Reviews are quick
Will help players learn any game I review
MGC -https://discord.gg/G4vsZje

*Will edit with updates*. Steam link isnt the most refined of systems. this made it unstable as hell. trying to use it for
streaming isnt possible from what i can tell as it doesent keep a proper connection. this may however be a drawback of the
steam link that is just highlighted by this product.. I have a big room, so this worked for me. I love using the entire room and
not having to teleport at all. I want more games to use this mechanic.. As a Konung fan I would say Yes
It may seem a bit dull, just spend abit of your time on it and you'll find it somehow interesting and relax.

For me I prefer Konung 2 : Blood of the Titans over this but still it's ok
It does contain some pros and cons compare to KO2, just ignore them, you don't need to compare them and just play it like a
whole new game.
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The Infinity Series features a wonderful content-rich story set in a complex and convincing world.

I especially appreciate that the series presents a flavour of authentic imperial history (barring the infrequent mentions of magic).

This series sold me on choice games. Absolutely worthwhile. Look forward to more in the series.
. story:8/10
character:8.5/10
CG:8.5/10
system:8/10
bgm and music:8.5/10
at all:8/10. I played this game once, and had a lot of fun. Its a great game. But now whenever i load up the game, all i get is a
black screen. Ive verified the game cache and it returned all files to be valid, so im confused.. I played this game a bit and I
searched.This game is 2D funny,scary.Low-Quality terrible and pathetic game.No one plays this game in asia or The World.The
worst game in my Steam Library.I definitely don't recommend this game.\u0130ts boring and terrible Physics.Wolfs,bears and
people attacks you.Its a phony game it lies to you a bunch of referee technical fouls and whistleblowing techniques.Punk people
everywhere in terrible map.Absolutely awful game.Dont buy this stupid\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665idiot game!. if you
have oculus this game is not for you.... it well not work....
all you can do is power up the lathe. none of the oculus controls work in this
and no way to get into settings if there is a settings.
so into this is fixed or oculus is added i would not buy this if you a oculus user

wish i could get my money back but i had this for a some months now with only 0.3 hours of play time :(
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